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The Lizard Wind

After a Blackfoot legend:
Tobacco was given to us
by the one who made us.

The lazy man planted
no tobacco. In secret,
he took the medicine
man’s. Others prayed
no mercy for the thief
— only for the lizard
to appear quickly to him
in dreams.

~~~

There is a smell
of rain in the air:
leathery & moist.
The desert slithers
under torn clouds,
the prickly cactus
full of blood red
juice. It’s not safe
to lurk in the dark,
even though monsters
are only full of sand,
their windy shadows
are full of teeth.

Curio Poetry, February 2012
http://curiopoetry.wordpress.com/curio-issue-3-john-mannone/
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Moonweather

I see the moon shadowchaser
aim its arrow to where my lunate
heart was. And the moondrop
gauge to catch the spray of light.
Even the swish of air pressing
the moon-ometer might foretell
whether the lady on the moon
will come out of hiding or not.
I didn’t really mean to scare her
to the dark side.

Curio Poetry, February 2012
http://curiopoetry.wordpress.com/curio-issue-3-john-mannone/
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Blue

Part 1. In a Maze of Rooms

One was all blue like the ocean:
the ceiling, light as sky; walls darkening
deep blue to the floor. Wallpapered fish
flamed orange on the walls, vibrating
their colors.

I could hear a symphony of hums,
the flutter of fins brushing waves
with paint. As fish shook, scales dropped
drifting slowly to the edge of the wall
sinking to the floor.

There, an iridescence, a growing glitter,
then colors exploded into sea spray
misting room. Drops shimmered as I
sifted each shape and color, every shade
of feeling.

I piled in the corner, all the sad pieces.
The happy ones swirled as I moved
my fingers across the wall, through air,
they all fell into place — a mosaic
painting the heart of the universe.

It was more than a pattern; it throbbed
music, pulsed magic —  equations
making sense of this world. I could feel
their color, and their sobbing. The sobbing
behind me growing louder. I knew the voice

of my little sister — stooped in the corner,
her eyes were wet. And mine were also.
We could hear the universe cry within
our single mind. We held each other tight.

Part 2. The Color of Sadness

Do you think Mom can hear us?
I call to her, but she still cries.
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I can make my mouth move here
in this room. Justin, what’s wrong
with them?

          I don’t know, Katie,
I tossed them every note of music
dancing in this room, every shade
of blue I found and kissed each one
before they fluttered from my fingers.

Nostrovia!, January 2012
http://www.nostroviatowriting.com/4/post/2012/01/blue-by-john-mannone.html
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When the Moons Pull Together

The orange moon, and the blue one, too, rose above the purple desert. That’s when they
came out, the Sneakers, slithering through the folds of sand. Their tendrils ready to grasp
at your feet and vine themselves up the wall of your legs, torso, neck — a thousand
iridescent blue eyes all over you.

Press53, January 2012, a winning entry (runner up)
http://press53.tumblr.com/post/16581892523/pokrompt-1-winners
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There’s a Gold Twinkle in the Night

I remember my birth. My simple atoms in cold clouds of dust slowly swirled in outer
space, but my cocoon was warmer at ten degrees above absolute zero. A disturbance in
another part of the galaxy swept through and gravity cradled me until I incandesced to a
ball of fire.

***

I remember my life. My breath, strong, cleared the space around me. I could see the
marbles move in circles, as if a mobile above my crib, but hung on nothing.  I grew in
stature becoming ravenous. My insides raged an inferno consuming me until I bloated to
a supergiant.

***

I remember my death. Jealous, the frigid crunch of gravity. Fires died, my iron-heavy
heart stopped beating as I tore apart in convulsions. My atoms rendered to the deep
blackness, to the stardust of my birth. My legacy: the scattering of stars, the genesis of
suns, the transformation to gold.

Eye To The Telescope, January 2012 (ed. Jeannine Hall Gailey)
http://eyetothetelescope.com/archives/003issue.html
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A Small House on the Beach

The enchantress waved her wand and the porch unzipped from the railing, tossing planks
into the sky, but they returned to the ground as a shower of matchsticks. Walls and roof
shimmied in the blurry sun, and began to shrink—the whole house squeezed to a single
room—a pantry full of food, and sofas, TVs and beds. And all the glass that popped out
of frames, morphed to a mound of shiny sand. She, with the daintiness of a princess,
scooped up the quartz dust and placed it in my hand. I was silent, though my mouth
gaped; my eyes still fixed on what was my home. And she said to me, “Be careful what
you wish for.”

Rose Red Review, September 2012
http://roseredreview.org/2012-autumn-two-poems-john-mannone/
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Pisces Dreamers

I was dreaming of you — your eyes refulgent in the morning sun, shimmered silver:
breathless. But I couldn’t breathe. I saw you dreaming of me by the lake — I was a fish.
My scales burnished copper even in gauzy mist, but my heart, hooked with shiny lures,
lay on the dock, splayed open.

Rose Red Review, September 2012
http://roseredreview.org/2012-autumn-two-poems-john-mannone/
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Where Has The Spider Gone?

My desk is a wilderness, a web of tumbleweed-papers. I am haunted by the ghost of
words lurking there. The glow from my computer screen illumines a cold half-filled cup
of coffee; glints off the dust cobwebbing this wasteland. A backlit spider crawls from
inside my mind. It has been eating my words for months. I must kill it!

I thrust my pen as a javelin, but it only tears the page. I swing my pen as a club, and the
words are bludgeoned. The spider escapes; hides in the hard folds. I overturn every sheet,
but they flake as shale where the words have fossilized.

Where has the spider gone? I am a recluse staring at papers and my fingers spider across
the keyboard. On the blue sky of the screen, a few words gossamer the page.

Here it comes again… that eight-legged thief with eyes staring me down, defying me. It
taunts me. Now I am the hunted one, and I buzz like a fly. Snared in its web, I am drained
of strength. Its fangs are about to pierce me, but I do not give up.

I swing my body — too heavy for the web — until I fall free. I fall into safe crevices of
my papers, and see words materialize. No longer ghosts.

The spider leers at me as it slinks off. The sticky web around me changes to silk of royal
garments. No longer do I feel a pauper to my own words. My pen transformed from
sword to scepter, regales the page with words, with wisdom, with imaginative tales, and
with stories from the heart.

Where has the spider gone? Caught in its own deception, dissolving in its own venom.
My wings unfettered.

Writers & Artists (Bloomsbury Publishing), February 2012
(Prose poem listed as flash; a winning entry (highly commended)
http://www.writersandartists.co.uk/2012/03/read-the-winning-flash-fiction-entries/
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A Glass of Stella

Comet Holmes brightened dramatically
by nearly a million times… no apparent reason.
—Sky & Telescope, October 24, 2007

A lamp above the bar shone in my glass of beer,
its light jiggled as if a sink hole on some comet
had just collapsed. Its fresh face of ice, sun-blasted,
sent streams of cosmic bubbles frothing the dark
amber depths.

I swirled the liquid, watched its waves catch glints
from some imagined cataclysm merge with flashes
from buzzing neon lights, a constellation humming
warning. This liquid-borne comet aimed its coma
at me. I remember

Shoemaker-Levy 9, when that whip-lashed comet
strung its pearly pieces effervescing space—
twenty-one miniature comets hurtling into Jupiter’s
thick atmosphere. Shattered fragments left craters
the size of worlds.

I pondered the comet in my universe of beer—
the glass, my telescope peering deep to a time
before comets, before solar systems birthing them,
when violence spumed from early suns—
exploding gas

and stardust, with its gold,
that someday would be me.

Pirene's Fountain, October 2012
http://www.pirenesfountain.com/poetry/mannone.html
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Enchanted Skies

La noche es un mundo que la misma noche alumbra*
— Antonio Porchia

Over desert grass and creosote bush, clouds
glide as giant monsters, and soon the stars
will cry in glittered protest. They snake

by feet of constellation kings and warriors
who cavort the forest black chasing dragons
and demons of mythical night.

From amphitheater hills, I watch the stars
blink in and out of clouds as if a toreador
flicked his cape in front of charging bulls
that kick up stardust into Orion’s eyes.

But soon the creature will depart. So let it
swoop and hide unfolding dramas in the sky.
It’s only for a little while, the heavens declare

there is no need to shoot the fiery darts
of city lights and risk the piercing of the heart
of night.

*Night is a world lit by itself

200 New Mexico Poems, April 2012
http://200newmexicopoems.wordpress.com/category/john-c-mannone/
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Inverted Flight

Dust from trees
will swirl up
but only ash
incinerates us.
Soon sin will, too,
where the fire glows.
Deep into the pit
we have fallen
to assuage the guilt
that cannot be washed
with tears of wet remorse,
nor elegies — the purple
plaintive chant.
Our song, now
lifts into wind
stealing our breath
as the chokeberry
cupping soft fruit
with prick of briars —
its beaks we didn’t feel,
our movement, innocent.
A flick of eyes, swift,
from the lush tree,
but from the thistle,
a begging to pluck the berries
as meadowlarks
flying into starlight,
as an uncaged moon,
as the sun.
We once were free
as swallow birds,
now, into the abyss
pulling us down —
on our wings,
the weight of sin.

Poetry Pacific, November 2012 (solicited)
http://poetrypacific.blogspot.com/2012/11/solicited-poems-by-john-c-mannone.html
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The Mist

from the Book of Beginnings

Chapter 1.
1. Now two suns hung in the pale blue skies. Purple grass glistened in soft winds filled
with songs of chirping crickets and white-winged birds.  2. Ever since she came to him,
they walked in the cool of the night and slept under a cloak of stars.  3. Each dawn he
held the warmth of her body, her hair sweetened the moist air with scents of yellow
jonquils. He kissed her until the music faded into the mist.  4. The mist, stretched into the
forest. There, the trees, dark violet, with every shape of leaf, yielded many kinds of
succulent fruit.  5. They always gave thanks. But remembered they were not to eat the
forbidden fruit from the tree in the middle of the forest — the one whose leaves quaked
with every shade of red. Not even touch it.

Chapter 2.
1. She said, “Let us forage deeper into the forest. The fruit is bigger.”  2. Peach and plum,
figs and pear filled their baskets. But the scent of honeysuckle, of ambrosia, seeped from
the center of the forest.  3. There it stood like no other tree, and its fruit glittered.  4. She
brushed against a branch, its shiny copper leaves shimmered in waves writhing up and
down the length of the tree. A liquid-transparent image slithered on the ground before
transforming.  5. “How is it that I see a handsome prince,” she said, “and you, beautiful
maiden? And it speaks to us about the secrets of the universe as if we are gods.”  6. They
were compelled to move towards it. But the mist in the forest stirred his memory: You
will surely die!  7. He stopped and placed her hand in his. They kissed while wrapped in
the warm mist, oblivious to the shrieks from the magical being, to the sound of the tree
bursting into flames from the midst.  8. Ash remained for just a moment before it was
swept away by a soothing breeze.

Rose Red Review, September 2012
(prose poem listed as flash)
http://roseredreview.org/2012-autumn-the-mist-john-mannone/
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Lament

I felt that if I could have married
Little Red Riding Hood, I should have known
perfect bliss. But it was not to be.
— Charles Dickens (“A Christmas Tree”)

My memory, fragments
Winter leaves my heart cold

But I remember

Autumn light piercing
Sun gloating horizon

Shadows scratch the door

Axe on cabin wall
Silver bullets on the floor

Grandma off her rocker

Creaking on the porch
Echoes in the corner:

My, what big eyes you have!

Bloodshot… lupine ghost
& saw tooth pines loom through fog

Red-raged eyes dilate

She trembles through the woods
Biting wind licks, salivates

Red cape full of fur

Red shoes, long red skirt
That she never got to wear

I still dream of her

And the Wolf
Moon still howls

The Linnet's Wings, March 2012
http://issuu.com/thelinnetswings/docs/springquarter12
Page 60
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End Stop

I weave between the webbing of space — the spongy reticulations of galaxies — along
the seams of dark matter in the Virgo cluster, my quantum bits of strings strumming in
the cosmic wind. For many millennia, I drift in and out of dimensions assimilating
advanced entities: encode and unzipper their DNA, sew it to mine. I replicate, fractal
codes growing with my addiction, ravenous for intellect. Even at the risk of my own
extinction, my computer circuits must be increased.

I plunge into the center of this new universe balanced between Andromeda and the Milky
Way. There, I am raptured by swirls of galaxies, their smears of light and shadow. The
wind is stronger here. I gossamer toward the barred spiral, sense the B-flat thrum of its
black hole rattling fifty-seven octaves below the hiss of stars.

Today, I search for meaning deep inside the galaxy — the points of light with worlds in
deluge of stellar winds. I feel the flutter of electromagnetic noise; feel its hidden secrets. I
will find them. Yes, I will find them.

How strange this place with the yellow dwarf star; these simpler dimensions. But I am
compelled. I sense consciousness and I must have it. Ah! It’s the third planet. Billions.

I charge to prick their skin, inject my DNA… I swoon with ecstasy… but wait.
Something’s wrong. Euphoria wanes. No. This cannot be. It is too late, I cannot extract
myself,  I am subsumed in their consciousness — their chaos, illogic — their binary
thoughts already imprinted on me. My zero sector crashing.

The last whisper I hear is their name. They call themselves by my name… my ancient
name…

Farther Stars Than These, November 2012 (flash poem/prose poem)
http://www.fartherstars.com/2012_11_08_archive.html


